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Abstract

Adversarial domain adaptation (DA) has been an effec-

tive approach for learning domain-invariant features by ad-

versarial training. In this paper, we propose a novel ad-

versarial DA approach completely defined in spherical fea-

ture space, in which we define spherical classifier for la-

bel prediction and spherical domain discriminator for dis-

criminating domain labels. To utilize pseudo-label robustly,

we develop a robust pseudo-label loss in the spherical fea-

ture space, which weights the importance of estimated la-

bels of target data by posterior probability of correct label-

ing, modeled by Gaussian-uniform mixture model in spher-

ical feature space. Extensive experiments show that our

method achieves state-of-the-art results, and also confirm

effectiveness of spherical classifier, spherical discriminator

and spherical robust pseudo-label loss.

1. Introduction

Deep learning approach has achieved great success in vi-

sual recognition [18, 22, 50]. Unfortunately, these perfor-

mance improvements rely on massive labeled training data,

and data labeling is expensive and time consuming. Do-

main adaption [37] alleviates the dependency on large scale

labeled training dataset by transferring knowledge from rel-

evant source domain with rich labeled data. Distribution

discrepancy between source and target domains is a major

obstacle in adapting predictive models across domains.

Domain adaptation mainly attempts to reduce domain

shift between source and target domains [10, 37]. Pre-

vious shallow domain adaptation methods either learn in-

variant feature representation or estimate instance impor-

tance of source domain data [16, 20, 36] for learning pre-

dictive model for target domain. Recently, deep learning

approach has been a dominant approach in domain adapta-

tion [13, 30, 53]. These methods take advantage of deep net-

work for learning domain invariant features by aligning dis-

tributions [21, 31, 33, 38, 56, 58, 62]. Adversarial domain

adaptation [13, 14, 31, 33, 57, 58, 62] matches feature distri-

butions of source and target domains by domain discrimina-

tor for distinguishing source and target domains, and learns

feature extractor to fool the discriminator by adversarial

training. Pseudo-labels of target domain, i.e., the estimated

labels of target domain data, have shown to be useful for

domain adaptation [4, 5, 47, 58, 61]. Since pseudo-labels

unavoidably contain noises, how to select correctly labeled

data is crucial when using pseudo-labels to guide domain

adaptation task.

Though they have shown promising performance in real

applications, current domain adaption methods still face

great challenges, including the design of effective invariant

feature space, and utilization of the pseudo-labels in a more

robust way, etc. In this work, we tackle these two challenges

in a unified model by proposing a spherical space domain

adaptation method. Our method performs DA completely in

spherical space by defining spherical classifier and discrim-

inator and defining a robust pseudo-label loss in spherical

feature space based on Gaussian-uniform mixture model.

The proposed techniques can be embedded into other DA

methods as orthogonal tools. This proposed domain adap-

tion approach is dubbed as robust spherical domain adap-

tion (RSDA). Our novelties are summarized as follows.

Firstly, since spherical (L2 normalized) features have

shown improved performance in recognition and domain

adaptation [29, 42, 46, 55, 59], we further extend this idea

and design a novel spherical space DA approach with all

DA operations defined in spherical feature space, fully tak-

ing advantages of the intrinsic structures of spherical space.

To achieve that goal, we propose spherical discriminator

and spherical classifier for adversarial DA performed in the

spherical feature space. Both spherical discriminator and

classifier are constructed based on spherical perceptron lay-

ers and spherical logistic regression layer defined in Sect. 5.

Secondly, we propose a novel robust pseudo-label loss

in spherical feature space for utilizing target pseudo-labels

more robustly. We measure the correctness of pseudo-label

of target data based on feature distance to corresponding

class center in spherical feature space. We treat the wrongly

labeled data as outliers, then model the conditional proba-

bility of outlier / inlier based on Gaussian-uniform mixture

model, which is defined in Sect. 4. Experiments will justify
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the effectiveness of the proposed robust loss.

Based on these above two techniques, we design a

novel training loss for domain adaption in spherical fea-

ture space, which is alternately optimized in a principled

way. Our method is built upon two baselines, DANN [14]

and MSTN [58]. Comprehensive experiments on standard

datasets of Office-31, ImageCLEF-DA, Office-Home and

VisDA-2017 show that the proposed techniques are effec-

tive. In experiments, RSDA achieves state-of-the-art results

on all datasets.

2. Related Works

Adversarial domain adaptation. Adversarial domain

adaptation [13, 51, 52] integrates adversarial learning and

domain adaptation in a two-player game, in which domain

discriminator and feature extractor are adversarially trained

to learn domain invariant features. Methods in [19, 28] re-

duce domain shift in raw pixel space by translating source

domain image to the style of target domain. Methods in

[40, 63, 31] propose to align conditional distributions in fea-

ture space to ensure correct matching. Wang et al. [57] and

Kurmi et al. [23] apply attention to adversarial DA. Saito

et al. [48] and Zhang et al. [62] utilize task-specific clas-

sifiers as a discriminator to learn invariant features. Re-

cently, other types of adversarial learning, e.g., minimax

entropy [46], drop to adapt [26], adversarial regularization

and adversarial sample based methods [6, 11, 27] have been

proposed. We next summarize closely related works to ours.

Pseudo-label based methods. Recent domain adaptation

methods often use pseudo-labels of target domain to learn

semantic features. Methods in [5, 57, 58] utilize pseudo-

labels to estimate target class centers which are used to

match source class centers. CPUA [35] employs classifi-

cation scores as features for adversarial learning. CAN [21]

utilizes target pseudo-labels to estimate contrastive domain

discrepancy. iCAN [61] designs a robust pseudo-label loss

by selecting data based on predicted classification score. In

this work, we propose to measure correctness of pseudo-

labels of target data by Gaussian-uniform mixture model. It

is modeled based on the feature distance to class center in

the spherical feature space by a robust model. As shown in

experiments, our method can robustly utilize pseudo-labels

and achieves performance improvement.

Normalization based methods. Our approach also relates

to Kang et al. [21], Saito et al. [46], Roy et al. [43] and

Xu et al. [59]. Kang et al. [21] obtain pseudo-labels via k-

means clustering using cosine dissimilarity. Roy et al. [43]

whitens source and target features to a common spherical

distribution, which is a generalization of Batch Normaliza-

tion. Xu et al. [59] progressively adapts the feature norms

of the two domains to a large range of values. Saito et

al. [46] exploits cosine similarity-based classifier for semi-

supervised domain adaptation. Different to these methods,

our approach projects features onto sphere, meanwhile con-

structs spherical network on sphere, and also designs a ro-

bust pseudo-label loss on sphere, deducing a novel domain

adaptation method completely defined in spherical space.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

Given labeled dataset {xs
i , y

s
i }

Ns

i=1 in source domain and

unlabeled dataset
{

xt
j

}Nt

j=1
in target domain, our goal is to

learn a classifier from labeled source data to transfer to the

unlabeled target data. This can be achieved by learning a

domain invariant feature extractor F by introducing a dis-

criminator D on top of F to distinguish source and target

domains, and F is learned to fool discriminator D [13].

Figure 1 illustrates our robust spherical domain adapta-

tion method. It has the following distinct characteristics.

We learn domain invariant features by adversarial training

completely in spherical feature space. Using a backbone

CNN (e.g., ResNet [18]) as feature extractor F , the features

are normalized to map onto a sphere. Our classifier C and

discriminator D are all accordingly defined in the spherical

feature space, which consist of spherical perceptron layers

and spherical logistic regression layer. We also propose a

robust pseudo-label loss in spherical feature space to fully

utilize pseudo-labels of target domain data in a robust way

based on Gaussian-uniform mixture model.

Spherical feature embedding retains the power of fea-

ture learning because it only reduces feature dimension by

one but makes domain adaptation easier since differences in

norms are eliminated. Thus, our method performing DA in

spherical space may better solve DA problem.

3.2. Spherical Adversarial Training Loss

Spherical adversarial training loss is defined as

L = Lbas(F,C,D) + Lrob(F,C, φ) + γLent(F ), (1)

which is combination of basic loss, robust pseudo-label loss

and conditional entropy loss, and all of these losses are de-

fined in the spherical feature space. By minimizing the to-

tal loss, we enforce to learn classifier in source domain and

align features across domains by Lbas, utilize pseudo-labels

of target domain in a robust way by Lrob, and reduce pre-

diction uncertainty by Lent. We next introduce these losses.

Basic loss. This is the basic adversarial domain adaption

loss. Taking DANN [14] and MSTN [58] as baseline meth-

ods, this basic loss is composed of cross entropy loss Lsrc

in source domain with ground-truth labels, an adversarial

training loss Ladv , and a semantic matching loss

Lbas(F,C,D) = Lsrc(F,C)+λLadv(F,D)+λ′Lsm(F ),
(2)
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Figure 1. Architecture of our Robust Spherical Domain Adaptation (RSDA) method. Red and blue arrows indicate computational flows for

source domain and target domain respectively. The feature extractor F is a deep convolutional network, the extracted features are embedded

onto a sphere, the spherical classifier and discriminator (in Fig. 3) are constructed to predict class labels and domain labels respectively.

The target pseudo-labels along with features are fed into a Gaussian-uniform mixture model to estimate the posterior probability of correct

labeling, which is used to weight the pseudo-label loss for robustness.

where F,C,D are respectively the spherical feature extrac-

tor, spherical classifier and spherical discriminator. The

spherical feature is just the l2-normalized feature extracted

by backbone feature extraction network. The spherical clas-

sifier C and discriminator D are networks defined in spher-

ical feature space as discussed in Sect. 5. Semantic match-

ing loss is defined as Lsm =
∑K

k=1 dist(Cs
k, C

t
k) based on

MSTN [58], where Cs
k, C

t
k are centroids for k-th class in

spherical space, as in Appendix A, dist(u, v) = 1− uT v
||u||||v||

is cosine distance. When λ′ = 0 and 1, Lbas is respectively

the spherical version of loss in DANN and MSTN.

Conditional entropy loss. We also consider a conditional

entropy loss [17, 32, 49, 60, 63]

Lent(F ) =
1

Nt

Nt
∑

j=1

H
(

C(F (xt
j))

)

, (3)

where H(·) is the entropy of a distribution. Minimizing

entropy encourages the learned features being away from

the classification boundary, and reduces the uncertainty of

the predicted classification probability. Conditional entropy

minimization is also seen as implicit pseudo-label con-

straint as discussed in [25]. Following [60], we only use

conditional entropy to update F .

In following sections, we will introduce our robust

pseudo-label loss Lrob in spherical space and spherical neu-

ral network for defining classifier C and discriminator D.

4. Robust Pseudo-label Loss in Spherical Space

Since data in target domain are unlabeled, their pseudo-

labels estimated by classifier C could be helpful to learn

discriminative features for both source and target domains.

However, these pseudo-labels are not accurate, we there-

fore propose a novel robust loss in spherical feature space

to utilize these pseudo-labels. The pseudo-label ỹtj of xt
j

in target domain is ỹtj = argmaxk[C(F (xs
i ))]k, where [·]k

denotes the k-th element. To model the fidelity of pseudo-

label, we introduce a random variable zj ∈ {0, 1} for each

target sample with pseudo-label, i.e.,
(

xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

, indicating

whether the data is correctly or wrongly labeled by values

of 1 and 0 respectively. If probability of correct labeling

is denoted as Pφ

(

zj = 1|xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

, where φ denotes parame-

ters, then our robust loss is defined as

Lrob(F,C, φ) =
1

N0

Nt
∑

j=1

wφ(x
t
j)J

(

C(F (xt
j)), ỹ

t
j

)

, (4)

where N0 =
∑Nt

j=1 wφ(x
t
j), J (·, ·) is taken as mean ab-

solute error (MAE) [15]. wφ(x
t
j) is defined based on the

posterior probability of correct labeling

wφ(x
t
j) =

{

γj , if γj ≥ 0.5,

0, otherwise,
(5)

where γj = Pφ

(

zj = 1|xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

. In this way, we discard

target data with probability of correct labeling less than 0.5.

The probability Pφ

(

zj = 1|xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

is modeled by feature

distance of data to center of the class that it belongs to, using

Gaussian-uniform mixture model in spherical space based

on pseudo-labels, which will be given in Sect. 4.1.

4.1. Posterior Probability of Correct Labeling

We now compute posterior probability of correct label-

ing, i.e., Pφ

(

zj = 1|xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

for each target data indexed by

j. As shown in Fig. 2(a), for data in target domain with

pseudo-labels, we assume that data with larger feature dis-

tance to class center, e.g., the red points on sphere, have

larger possibility of being wrongly labeled.

Given spherical feature f t
j for j-th target data, its dis-

tance to corresponding spherical class center Cỹt
j

for class
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Figure 2. (a) The wrongly labeled target data (red) are away from

the predicted class center, whereas the correctly labeled data (blue)

cluster around the class center. (b) The distribution of distances of

features to center modeled by Gaussian-uniform mixture model.

ỹtj is computed by dtj = dist(f t
j , Cỹt

j
), where dist(·, ·) is co-

sine distance. We model distribution of feature distance dtj
for each class by Gaussian-uniform mixture model, a statis-

tical distribution considering outliers [9, 24],

p(dtj |ỹ
t
j) = πỹt

j
N+(dtj |0, σỹt

j
) + (1− πỹt

j
)U(0, δỹt

j
), (6)

where N+(u|0, σ) is with density proportional to Gaussian
distribution when u ≥ 0, otherwise the density is zero.
U(0, δỹt

j
) is uniform distribution defined on [0, δỹt

j
]. The

Gaussian component models the correctly labeled target
data and uniform component models the wrongly labeled
data, as shown in Fig. 2(b). With Eq. (6), the posterior prob-
ability of correct labeling for j-th target data is

Pφ

(

zj = 1|xt
j , ỹ

t
j

)

=
πỹt

j
N+(dtj |0, σỹt

j
)

πỹt
j
N+(dtj |0, σỹt

j
) + (1− πỹt

j
)U(0, δỹt

j
)
.

(7)

The parameters of Gaussian-uniform mixture models are

φ = {πk, σk, δk}
K
k=1 where K is number of classes. These

parameters will be estimated in Sect. 6.

5. Spherical Neural Network

This section introduces details on how spherical classi-

fier and discriminator are constructed based on spherical

neural network (SNN). Note the term of SNN has also been

used in spherical CNNs [7, 8] and geometric SNNs [3]. Dif-

ferent to them, our SNN is an extension of MLP from Eu-

clidean space to spherical space. Before defining spherical

neural network, we normalize feature with f = r
F (x)

||F (x)||

to obtain features in spherical space S
n−1
r = {f ∈ R

n :
||f || = r}. As shown in Fig. 3, our classifier (discriminator)

is constructed by stacking MC (MD) spherical perceptron

(SP) layers and a final spherical logistic regression (SLR)

layer. We next introduce SP and SLR layers.

The SP layer is an extension of perceptron layer of MLP

from Euclidean space to sphere. A perceptron layer of MLP

consists of a linear transform and an activation function. In-

spired by hyperbolic neural network [12], we will define

spherical linear transform and spherical activation function.

In
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Figure 3. Structure of spherical neural network. It is constructed

by stacking multiple spherical perceptron (SP) layers and a final

spherical logistic regression (SLR) layer.

Spherical linear transform. The spherical linear trans-

form consists of three components, i.e., a spherical log-

arithmic map, a linear transform in tangent space and a

spherical exponential map. When performing the spheri-

cal linear transform from one spherical space to another,

we first project features in the former spherical space to its

tangent space (i.e., a hyperplane), then transform the pro-

jected features into tangent space of the later spherical space

by the linear transform, finally project the transformed fea-

tures into the later spherical space by the spherical expo-

nential map. Mathematically, the spherical linear transform

gs : S
n1−1
r → S

n2−1
r is defined by

gs(x) = expN2
(g(logN1

(x))), (8)

where g : TN1
S
n1−1
r → TN2

S
n2−1
r is a linear transform,

expN2
and logN1

are spherical exponential and logarithmic

maps respectively, Ni = (0, · · · , 0, r) ∈ R
ni is north pole

of S
ni−1
r , i = 1, 2. Due to space limit, expressions of

expN2
and logN1

are given in Appendix A. They can be im-

plemented by simple mathematical operations.

Spherical activation function. It is easy to define non-

linear activation function in spherical space. We define

spherical ReLU by

SReLU(x) = r
ReLU(x)

||ReLU(x)||
, ∀x ∈ S

n−1
r . (9)

Spherical perceptron layer. With above spherical lin-

ear transform and spherical activation function, given input

spherical feature fin ∈ S
n1−1
r of the SP layer, the output

spherical feature fout ∈ S
n2−1
r is obtained by

fout = SReLU(gs(fin)). (10)

Parameters of SP layer come only from linear transform g.

Spherical logistic regression layer. This layer is designed

for predicting classification scores on sphere. A circle on

sphere S
n−1
r corresponds to a hyperplane in R

n. The circle

can be expressed as wT z + b = 0, where z ∈ S
n−1
r , w is a

unit normal vector, b is bias in [−r, r]. Similar to Euclidean

logistic regression, we define SLR layer as

p(y = k|z) ∝ exp(wT
k z + bk), k = 1, 2, · · · ,K, (11)
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where wk ∈ R
n, ||wk|| = 1, bk ∈ [−r, r]. wT

k z + bk = 0
is the classification circle boundary on S

n−1
r . The con-

straint that bk ∈ [−r, r] can be enforced by modeling

bk = r tanh(b′k) where b′k ∈ R is a parameter to be learned.

Structure of spherical classifier and discriminator. The

number of layers and nodes of spherical classifier C and

spherical discriminator D are the same as that of [14] . The

spherical classifier C is composed of a SLR layer. The

spherical discriminator D consists of two SP layers each

with 1024 nodes and a final SLR layer.

Bound of spherical radius. To obtain a proper estimate of

spherical radius r, we have the following bound

r ≥
K − 1

K
ln

(K − 1)Pw

1− Pw

, (12)

where Pw is a hyper-parameter indicating expected minimal

classification probability of class center. The deduction of

the bound is given in Appendix B.

6. Training Algorithm

In this section, we discuss on how to optimize networks

F,C,D and estimate the parameters φ of Gaussian-uniform

mixture models. To minimize total loss in Eq. (1), we alter-

nately optimize networks and estimate parameters φ by fix-

ing others as known. Initially, we train networks with basic

loss Eq. (2) via training strategies as in [14, 58] to initialize

F,C,D. Then we alternately run the following procedures.

Estimating φ with fixed F,C,D. Fixing F,C,D, we first
update pseudo-label ỹtj and calculate the distance dtj for

all target data, then φ is estimated using EM algorithm as

below. Let d̃tj = (−1)mjdtj , where mj is sampled from

Bernoulli distribution B(1, 0.5), then φ can be estimated
via the following EM algorithm

γ
(l+1)
j =

π
(l)

ỹt
j

N (d̃tj |0, σ
(l)

ỹt
j

)

π
(l)

ỹt
j

N (d̃tj |0, σ
(l)

ỹt
j

) + (1− π
(l)

ỹt
j

)U(−δ
(l)

ỹt
j

, δ
(l)

ỹt
j

)
,

π
(l+1)
k

=
1

∑Nt
j=1 I{ỹt

j
=k}

Nt
∑

j=1

I{ỹt
j
=k}γ

(l+1)
j ,

σ
(l+1)
k

=

∑Nt
j=1 I{ỹt

j
=k}γ

(l+1)
j (d̃tj)

2

∑Nt
j=1 I{ỹt

j
=k}γ

(l+1)
j

, δ
(l+1)
k

=
√

3(q2 − q21),

(13)

where

q1 =
1

∑Nt
j=1 I{ỹt

j
=k}γ

(l+1)
j

Nt
∑

j=1

1− γ
(l+1)
j

1− π
(l+1)
k

I{ỹt
j
=k}d̃

t
j ,

q2 =
1

∑Nt
j=1 I{ỹt

j
=k}γ

(l+1)
j

Nt
∑

j=1

1− γ
(l+1)
j

1− π
(l+1)
k

I{ỹt
j
=k}(d̃

t
j)

2.

Deductions of Eq. (13) are given in Appendix B.

Optimizing F,C,D with fixed φ. Given current target

pseudo-labels and estimated φ, training network F,C,D is

a standard domain adaptation training problem, which can

be performed via progressive adversarial training strategy

as in [14] with objective function Eq. (1).

7. Theoretical Analysis

Theoretical analysis of our approach is based on the the-

ory of domain adaptation [1, 2]

εT (h) ≤ εS(h) +
1

2
dH∆H(PS , PT ) + λ∗, (14)

where h is in hypothesis space H, εS(h) and εT (h) are ex-

pected risks of source and target domains respectively, λ∗ =
minh′∈H εS(h

′) + εT (h
′) is the combined error of ideal

joint hypothesis, dH∆H(PS , PT ) is the H∆H-divergence

between source and target domains. For our approach, we

further consider classification error for pseudo-labels in de-

duction of our upper bound, obtaining following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let h ∈ H be a hypothesis, fS and fT be the

true labeling function for source and target respectively, f ′
T

be the pseudo-labeling function for target domain, then

εT (h) ≤
1

2
(εS(h) + εT (h, f

′
T ) +

1

2
dH∆H(PS , PT ))

+ εT (f
′
T , fT ) +

1

2
β,

(15)

where εT (h, h
′) = Ex∼PT

[h(x) 6= h′(x)], β =
minh′∈H{εS(h

′) + εT (h
′, f ′

T )} is a constant to h.

The proof is given in Appendix B. For our approach,

the source error, i.e., εS(h) in Eq. (15), is imposed by

source domain cross-entropy loss, the classification error

for pseudo-labels, i.e., εT (h, f
′
T ), is conducted by robust

pseudo-label loss, dH∆H(PS , PT ) is minimized through

adversarial training. Our Gaussian-uniform mixture model

to select target correct pseudo-labels implicitly minimizes

the disagreement between target pseudo-labels and true la-

bels, i.e., εT (f
′
T , fT ), and β is a constant w.r.t. h.

8. Experiments

We evaluate the proposed method on following domain

adaptation datasets, comparing with many state-of-the-art

domain adaptation methods. Code is available at https:

//github.com/XJTU-XGU/RSDA.

Datasets. We will evaluate on the Office-31, ImageCLEF-

DA, Office-Home and VisDA-2017. Office-31 dataset [45]

contains 4,110 images of 31 categories shared by three dis-

tinct domains: Amazon (A), Webcam (W) and Dslr (D).

ImageCLEF-DA dataset has been used by [33], containing

three distinct domains: Caltech-256 (C), ImageNet ILSVRC

2012 (I) and Pascal VOC 2012 (P), sharing 12 classes.

Office-Home dataset [54] is well organized and more chal-

lenging than Office-31, which consists of 15,500 images in
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Table 1. Accuracy (%) on Office-31 for unsupervised domain adaption (ResNet-50). * Reproduced by [4].

Method A→W W→A A→D D→A D→W W→D Avg

ResNet-50 [18] 68.4±0.2 60.7±0.3 68.9±0.2 62.5±0.3 96.7±0.1 99.3±0.1 76.1

iCAN [61] 92.5 69.9 90.2 72.1 98.8 100.0 87.2

CDAN [31] 94.1±0.1 69.3±0.3 92.9±0.2 71.0±0.3 98.6±0.1 100.0±.0 87.7

SymNets [63] 90.8±0.1 72.5±0.5 93.9±0.5 74.6±0.6 98.8±0.3 100.0±.0 88.4

MDD [62] 94.5±0.3 72.2±0.1 93.5±0.2 74.6±0.3 98.4±0.1 100.0±.0 88.9

CAN [21] 94.5±0.3 77.0±0.3 95.0±0.3 78.0±0.3 99.1±0.2 99.8±0.2 90.6

SAFN+ENT [59] 90.1±0.8 70.2±0.3 90.7±0.5 73.0±0.2 98.6±0.2 99.8±0.0 87.1

CAT [11] 94.4±0.1 70.2±0.1 90.8±1.8 72.2±0.6 98.0±0.2 100.0±0.0 87.1

DANN [14] 82.0±0.4 67.4±0.5 79.7±0.4 68.2±0.4 96.9±0.2 99.1±0.1 82.2

DANN+S (ours) 93.2±0.8 71.0±0.5 87.5±0.2 70.3±0.8 98.0±0.2 100.0±.0 86.7

RSDA-DANN (ours) 95.3±0.3 76.0±0.6 95.2±0.2 75.5±0.6 99.3±0.2 100.0±.0 90.2

MSTN∗ [58] 91.3 65.6 90.4 72.7 98.9 100.0 86.5

MSTN+S (ours) 94.6±0.3 76.0±0.6 91.3±0.7 75.4±0.7 98.5±0.2 100.0±.0 89.3

RSDA-MSTN (ours) 96.1±0.2 78.9±0.3 95.8±0.3 77.4±0.8 99.3±0.2 100.0±.0 91.1

65 object classes, coming from four extremely different do-

mains: Artistic images (Ar), Clip Art (Cl), Product images

(Pr) and Real-World images (Rw). VisDA-2017 [41] is

a large scale dataset with two extremely distinct domains:

Synthetic and Real, sharing 12 classes.

Implementation details. We implement our method based

on PyTorch [39]. The feature extractor F is set to ResNet-

50 [18] pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [44], excluding the

last FC layer. Pw in Eq. (12) is set to 0.999, and the spheri-

cal radius r is set to the bound. When optimizing F , C and

D, all network parameters are updated by stochastic gra-

dient descent (SGD) with momentum of 0.9. The learning

rates of C and D are 10 times of F . We also follow [63]

to set γ = λ. Following [14], the learning rate η and

the hyper-parameter λ are adjusted by η = 0.01
(1+αp)β

and

λ = 2
1+exp(−τp) − 1, where α = 10, β = 0.75, τ = 10

and p is the optimizing progress linearly changing from 0 to

1, which means λ and γ increase from 0 to 1. We perform

the alternated iteration 10 times and in each time, SGD is

performed 5000 steps when optimizing network parameters.

When estimating φ, we enforce πk ≤ 0.5 to control that the

rate of samples from Gaussian distribution should be not

larger than 0.5 to further enhance robustness of model.

We implement our RSDA based on DANN [14] and

MSTN [58] by setting λ′ = 0 and λ′ = λ in Eq. (2) re-

spectively. DANN can be considered as the most represen-

tative method of adversarial domain adaptation. MSTN is a

recently proposed method widely taken as backbone of sev-

eral methods [4, 5]. It is worth noting that RSDA can also

be implemented based on other adversarial domain adapta-

tion methods by embedding our spherical techniques, such

as spherical network and robust pseudo-label loss to them.

8.1. Results

We report average classification accuracies with standard

deviations for all adaptation tasks on benchmark datasets.

The results on Office-31, ImageCLEF-DA, Office-Home

and VisDA-2017 are reported in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 respec-

tively. Results of other methods are either from their origi-

nal papers if available, or quoted from [31]. In the tables, we

denote performing in spherical feature space as “S”, robust

pseudo-label loss of Eq. (4) as “R” and conditional entropy

of Eq. (3) as “E”. DANN+S means performing DANN

in spherical feature space, i.e., the features are projected

onto spherical space and the classifier and discriminator

are built based on spherical networks. DANN+S+R means

adding robust pseudo-label loss to DANN+S. MSTN+S,

DANN+S+R+E, etc., are similarly defined. RSDA-DANN

(RSDA-MSTN) denoting RSDA based on DANN (MSTN)

is equivalent to DANN+S+R+E (MSTN+S+R+E).

Comparison with baselines. In Table 1, RSDA-DANN

and RSDA-MSTN improve accuracies of DANN and

MSTN by 8.0% and 4.6% respectively on Office-31. In

Table 2, on ImageCLEF-DA, RSDA-DANN and RSDA-

MSTN improve their baselines DANN and MSTN by 5.1%

and 2.3% in average respectively. Table 3 compares results

on Office-Home, our RSDA-DANN and RSDA-MSTN im-

prove their baselines DANN and MSTN by 12.2% and 5.2%

respectively. In Table 4, RSDA-DANN improves the accu-

racy of DANN by 12.1% on VisDA-2017. These improve-

ments imply effectiveness of our method of RSDA.

Comparison with state-of-the-art methods. This para-

graph compares our method with state-of-the-art (SOTA)

methods of CAN [21], SymNets [63] and MDD [62]. On

Office-31 dataset, our method of RSDA-MSTN achieves

SOTA classification accuracy (91.1%), outperforming CAN

by 0.5%. On ImageCLEF-DA dataset, our RSDA-MSTN

achieves SOTA classification accuracy (90.5%), outper-

forming SymNets by 0.6%, and RSDA-MSTN significantly

outperforms SymNets on Office-31 and Office-Home by

2.7% and 3.3% respectively. On Office-Home dataset,

the SOTA result (70.9%) achieved by RSDA-MSTN im-

proves classification accuracy of MDD (68.1%) by 2.8%.
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Table 2. Accuracy (%) on ImageCLEF-DA for unsupervised domain adaption (ResNet-50). * Reproduced by us with ResNet-50.

Method I→P P→I I→C C→I C→P P→C Avg

ResNet-50 [18] 74.8±0.3 83.9±0.1 91.5±0.3 78.0±0.2 65.5±0.3 91.2±0.3 80.7

iCAN [61] 79.5 89.7 94.7 89.9 78.5 92.0 87.4

CDAN [31] 77.7±0.3 90.7±0.2 97.7±0.3 91.3±0.3 74.2±0.2 94.3±0.3 87.7

SymNets [63] 80.2±0.3 93.6±0.2 97.0±0.3 93.4±0.3 78.7±0.3 96.4±0.1 89.9

SAFN+ENT [59] 79.3±0.1 93.3±0.4 96.3±0.4 91.7±0.0 77.6±0.1 95.3±0.1 88.9

CAT [11] 77.2±0.2 91.6±0.3 95.5±0.3 91.3±0.3 75.3±0.6 93.6±0.5 87.3

DANN [14] 75.0±0.6 86.0±0.3 96.2±0.4 87.0±0.5 74.3±0.5 91.5±0.6 85.0

DANN+S (ours) 78.3±0.5 91.0±0.4 96.8±0.2 91.8±0.6 77.7±0.5 95.2±0.5 88.5

RSDA-DANN (ours) 79.2±0.4 93.0±0.2 98.3±0.4 93.6±0.4 78.5±0.3 98.2±0.2 90.1

MSTN∗ [58] 77.3±0.3 91.3±0.4 96.8±0.2 91.2±0.5 77.7±0.2 95.0±0.5 88.2

MSTN+S (ours) 78.5±0.5 93.8±0.2 97.0±0.2 93.3±0.6 79.2±0.3 95.3±0.2 89.5

RSDA-MSTN (ours) 79.8±0.2 94.5±0.5 98.0±0.4 94.2±0.4 79.2±0.3 97.3±0.3 90.5

Table 3. Accuracy (%) on Office-Home for unsupervised domain adaption (ResNet-50). *Reproduced by us.

Method Ar→Cl Ar→Pr Ar→Rw Cl→Ar Cl→Pr Cl→Rw Pr→Ar Pr→Cl Pr→Rw Rw→Ar Rw→Cl Rw→Pr Avg

ResNet-50 [18] 34.9 50.0 58.0 37.4 41.9 46.2 38.5 31.2 60.4 53.9 41.2 59.9 46.1

CDAN [31] 50.7 70.6 76.0 57.6 70.0 70.0 57.4 50.9 77.3 70.9 56.7 81.6 65.8

SymNets [63] 47.7 72.9 78.5 64.2 71.3 74.2 64.2 48.8 79.5 74.5 52.6 82.7 67.6

MDD [62] 54.9 73.7 77.8 60.0 71.4 71.8 61.2 53.6 78.1 72.5 60.2 82.3 68.1

DWT-MEC [43] 54.7 72.3 77.2 56.9 68.5 69.8 54.8 47.9 78.1 68.6 54.9 81.2 65.4

SAFN [59] 52.0 71.7 76.3 64.2 69.9 71.9 63.7 51.4 77.1 70.9 57.1 81.5 67.3

DANN [14] 45.6 59.3 70.1 47.0 58.5 60.9 46.1 43.7 68.5 63.2 51.8 76.8 57.6

DANN+S (ours) 45.5±0.1 61.9±0.3 72.2±0.5 54.6±0.2 59.2±0.4 62.8±0.3 52.0±0.2 43.9±0.1 71.8±0.4 66.3±0.5 51.5±0.2 76.5±0.4 59.8

RSDA-DANN (ours) 51.5±0.5 76.8±0.8 81.1±0.2 67.1±0.4 72.1±0.2 77.0±0.6 64.2±0.3 51.1±0.5 81.8±0.6 74.9±0.2 55.9±0.2 84.5±0.7 69.8

MSTN* [58] 49.8 70.3 76.3 60.4 68.5 69.6 61.4 48.9 75.7 70.9 55.0 81.1 65.7

MSTN+S (ours) 51.9±0.4 72.3±0.9 78.3±0.3 63.7±0.6 69.9±0.2 73.5±0.5 63.5±0.3 52.1±0.5 80.2±0.2 73.6±0.8 57.7±0.1 82.7±0.3 68.3

RSDA-MSTN (ours) 53.2±0.9 77.7±1.0 81.3±0.3 66.4±0.6 74.0±0.2 76.5±0.6 67.9±0.1 53.0±0.1 82.0±0.5 75.8±0.6 57.8±0.2 85.4 ±0.3 70.9

Table 4. Accuracy (%) on VisDA-2017 (ResNet-50).
Method Synthetic → Real

CDAN [31] 70.0

MDD [62] 74.6

DANN[14] 63.7

DANN+S (ours) 67.6

RSDA-DANN (ours) 75.8

On VisDA-2017, RSDA-DANN achieves competitive result

(75.8%), outperforming MDD (74.6%) by 1.2%.

Comparison with pseudo-label based methods. As dis-

cussed in related works, CAN [21] utilizes target pseudo-

labels to estimate contrastive domain discrepancy. The im-

provement of our method indicates that our robust pseudo-

label loss utilizes pseudo-labels more effectively. Com-

pared with iCAN [61], which also defines pseudo-label

loss by selecting data based on predicted classification

score, our RSDA-MSTN improves its accuracy by 3.1%

on ImageCLEF-DA and by 3.8% on Office-31, indicating

that our Gaussian-uniform mixture based pseudo-label loss

is more reliable to detect wrongly labeled data.

Comparison with normalization based methods. Com-

pared with DWT-MEC [43], our RSDA-MSTN outperforms

it by 5.4% on Office-Home. Compared with another nor-

malization based method SAFN+ENT [59], our RSDA-

MSTN outperforms it by 4.0%, 1.6%, 3.6% on Office-31,

ImageCLEF-DA and Office-Home respectively. In method-

ology, as discussed in related works, our method performs

DA completely in spherical feature space, in which spher-

ical classifier and discriminator are utilized and a robust

pseudo-label loss is defined, which is different from above

normalization-based DA methods.

8.2. Ablation study

Can pseudo-label loss detect wrongly labeled data? To

test whether the robust pseudo-label loss does help detect

wrongly labeled target data, we calculate the ratio of cor-

rectly labeled samples w.r.t. probability of correct labeling

based on Gaussian-uniform model for task W→A in Office-

31 dataset, as shown in Fig. 4. The boxplot shows that

probability of correct labeling based on Gaussian-uniform

model is a good indicator for identifying truly correct label-

ing of target data and removing wrongly labeled data.

Effect of robust pseudo-label loss. To test the effective-

ness of robust pseudo-label loss, we conduct ablation study

for RSDA based on DANN on Office-31, ImageCLEF-

DA and Office-Home. We test different combinations of

“S”, “R” and “E”, the meanings of which are discussed in

Sect. 8.1. Results in Table 5 show that DANN+S+R+E,

i.e., RSDA-DANN, significantly outperforms DANN+S+E

by 2.8%, 1.4%, and 1.8% on three datasets respectively,
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Figure 4. Ratio of truly correct labeling of samples w.r.t. prob-

ability of correct labeling based on Gaussian-uniform model for

task W→A in Office-31 dataset. Variations come from updating

pseudo labels 10 times during performing alternative optimization.

Table 5. Average accuracy (%) in ablation experiments for RSDA

based on DANN. The meanings of notations “S, R, E” are dis-

cussed in Sect. 8.1.
Method Office-31 ImageCLEF-DA Office-Home

DANN 82.2 85.0 57.6

DANN+S 86.7 88.5 59.8

DANN+R 88.7 89.1 67.3

DANN+S+R 89.2 89.4 68.4

DANN+S+E 87.4 88.7 68.0

DANN+R+E 89.8 89.4 68.8

DANN+S+R+E (RSDA) 90.2 90.1 69.8

demonstrating effectiveness of robust pseudo-label loss.

DANN+R, which defines robust pseudo-label loss in Eu-

clidean space, performs significantly better than DANN, in-

dicating that our robust pseudo-label loss also performs well

in Euclidean space. But DANN+R degrades performance

of DANN+S+R that defined in spherical space. Mean-

while, DANN+S+R+E performs better than DANN+S+R

indicates that conditional entropy loss also contributes to

performance gain. This shows that conditional entropy (CE)

loss is complementary to our robust pseudo-loss that only

utilizes a fraction of confident pseudo labels. The CE loss

is gradually imposed by increasing γ from 0 to 1 during

training, which helps to impose more pseudo-labels guid-

ance when the training progresses.

Effect of adaptation in spherical feature space. In Ta-

bles 1, 2, 3 and 4, DANN+S, the meaning of which is dis-

cussed in Sect. 8.1, outperforms DANN by 4.5%, 3.5%,

2.2%, 3.9% on four datasets respectively, and MSTN+S

outperforms MSTN by 2.8%, 1.7%, 2.6% on Office-31,

ImageCLEF-DA and Office-Home respectively, confirm-

ing that performing DA in spherical feature space using

spherical classifier and discriminator is much better than

that in Euclidean space. Moreover, we show in Table 5

that DANN+S+R+E, which is defined in spherical space,

outperforms DANN+R+E, indicating that defining robust

pseudo-label loss and CE in spherical feature space is also

better than defining that in Euclidean space.

Do spherical classifier and discriminator help? To jus-

Table 6. Ablation results (%) of spherical classifier and discrimi-

nator on Office-31.
Method A→W W→A A→D D→A D→W W→D Avg

DANN 82.0 67.4 79.7 68.2 96.9 99.1 82.2

DANN+S (Eucl) 87.9 70.3 84.5 67.6 98.1 99.8 84.7

DANN+S (w/o exp, log) 90.8 71.7 87.5 71.3 95.2 100.0 86.1

DANN+S 93.2 71.0 87.5 70.3 98.0 100.0 86.7

Figure 5. The t-SNE visualization of features learned by DANN

(left), DANN+S (middle) and RSDA-DANN (right). Red: source

domain A. Blue: target domain W.

tify usefulness of spherical classifier and discriminator, we

conduct ablation studies on Office-31 based on DANN and

report results in Table 6. DANN+S (Eucl) denotes normal-

izing learned features to the sphere but the classifier and

discriminator still being Euclidean versions. DANN+S (w/o

exp, log) denotes another way to define SP layer by simply

normalizing feature after each non-linearity without utiliz-

ing spherical exponential and logarithmic maps in spherical

networks. The results show DANN+S improves result of

DANN+S (Eucl) by 2.0%, demonstrating that the spheri-

cal classifier and discriminator are more suitable for spher-

ical features. DANN+S (w/o exp, log) degrades results of

DANN+S, which is consistent with our idea that transform-

ing features in spherical space with exponential and loga-

rithmic maps is more reasonable for spheres.

Feature visualization. We visualize features by t-SNE [34]

on task A→W (31 classes) in Fig. 5. It shows that source

and target features are aligned better in spherical fea-

ture space by DANN+S than DANN in Euclidean feature

space. The alignment is further improved by RSDA-DANN,

demonstrating effectiveness of our approach.

9. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel domain adaptation method

completely defined in spherical feature space. We designed

spherical classifier, discriminator and robust pseudo-label

loss in spherical feature space to robustly use pseudo la-

bels. Experiments show that the proposed spherical domain

adaption method outperforms Euclidean counterparts, and

achieves state-of-the-art results for visual recognition on

benchmarks. In future work, we are interested in further

analyzing spherical embedding and robust loss for domain

adaptation or other applications with weak labels.
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